The Mad About Cars Quiz

Following are 20 questions
Jot down your answers
Ask family members to help if you need it!
Visit www.youngdriver.com to see the answers
1. Match the cars to the celebrities
2. What does this sign mean?

A  Give way
B  No way
C  No entry
D  No access
3. Know your cars

Most expensive?

Fastest 0-60 time?

Least expensive?

Highest miles per gallon (combined)?
4. Match the cars to the films

1. Fast and Furious
2. Cars 3
3. Bergerac
4. Mr Bean
5. James Bond
6. Doc Martin
7. Back to the Future
8. Ford v Ferrari
5. What does this sign mean?

A Restricted road
B Primary route forming part of a ring road
C Ring road forming part of a primary route
D Route part of a diversion
6. What does this signal to a traffic officer mean?

A Hello
B I’m stopping
C I’m stationary
D I want to go straight on
7. Henry and Doris are going on holiday towing their caravan. What is the maximum speed they can drive on this road?

A 30mph
B 40mph
C 50mph
D 60mph
8 Driving test

Can you enter the box to turn right if your exit is not clear?

A  Yes  
B  No

Can you enter the box to go straight ahead if your exit is not clear?

C  Yes  
D  No
9. Know your cars

Quickest 0 – 60 MPH?

Most expensive?

Least expensive?

Fastest rapid charging time?*

*Based on 50kw rapid charge to 80%
10. What does this sign mean?

A Tanks for giving way
B Caution tanks may be crossing road ahead
C No tanks allowed ahead
D Slow moving military vehicles likely to be crossing the road
11. Match TV & Movie characters to their cars
12. Know your cars

1. VW Passat
2. Vauxhall Corsa
3. BMW X1
4. Mercedes E class
13. What does this sign mean?

A  No signs ahead
B  No vehicles except pedal cycles pushed by hand
C  No traffic at all
D  No vehicles except horses
14. Know your cars

Quickest 0 – 60 MPH?

Most expensive?

Least expensive?

Highest MPG (combined)?

Highest BHP?
15. Know your cars

Whose badges are these?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
16. Lindsay is driving down the motorway in one of the Young Driver vans. What is the maximum speed he can travel at?

A 40mph
B 50mph
C 60mph
D 70mph
17. What does this line mean near the kerb?

A. Red cars park here
B. No parking at any time
C. No parking on this red route
D. No stopping during times shown on sign
18. Know your cars

1. Bentley Flying Spur
2. Ford Mustang
3. Tesla model 3
4. Land Rover Defender
19. Know your race tracks

1. Silverstone
2. Bahrain
3. Abu Dhabi
4. Donington
20. Sue is driving at the speed limit on this road when she has to make an emergency stop. How many car lengths will it take to stop?

A 23 metres / 6 car lengths
B 36 metres / 9 car lengths
C 53 metres / 13 car lengths
D 73 metres / 18 car lengths
Thanks for taking part. We hope you enjoyed testing your car knowledge!

Visit www.youngdriver.com for the answers